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Abstract

We explore the sensitivity of Southern Ocean surface and deep ocean temperature and salinity biases in the FOCI coupled

climate model to atmosphere-ocean coupling time step and to lateral diffusion in the ocean with the goal to reduce biases

common to climate models. The reference simulation suffers from a warm bias at the sea surface which also extends down to

the seafloor in the Southern Ocean and is accompanied by a too fresh surface, in particular along the Antarctic coast. Reducing

the atmosphere-ocean coupling time step from 3 hours to 1 hour results in increased sea-ice production on the shelf and enhanced

melting to the north which reduces the fresh bias of the shelf water while also strengthening the meridional density gradient

favouring a stronger Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). With the shorter coupling step we also find a stronger meridional

overturning circulation with more upwelling and downwelling south and north of the ACC respectively, as well as a reduced

warm bias at almost all depths. Tuning the lateral ocean mixing has only a small effect on the model biases, which contradicts

previous studies using a similar model configuration. We note that the latitude of the surface westerly wind maximum has a

northward bias in the reference simulation and that this bias is unchanged as the surface temperature and sea-ice biases are

reduced in the coupled simulations. Hence, the surface wind biases over the Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes appear to be

unrelated to biases in sea-surface conditions.
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Abstract17

We explore the sensitivity of Southern Ocean surface and deep ocean temperature and18

salinity biases in the FOCI coupled climate model to atmosphere-ocean coupling time19

step and to lateral di↵usion in the ocean with the goal to reduce biases common to cli-20

mate models. The reference simulation su↵ers from a warm bias at the sea surface which21

also extends down to the seafloor in the Southern Ocean and is accompanied by a too22

fresh surface, in particular along the Antarctic coast. Reducing the atmosphere-ocean23

coupling time step from 3 hours to 1 hour results in increased sea-ice production on the24

shelf and enhanced melting to the north which reduces the fresh bias of the shelf water25

while also strengthening the meridional density gradient favouring a stronger Antarc-26

tic Circumpolar Current (ACC). With the shorter coupling step we also find a stronger27

meridional overturning circulation with more upwelling and downwelling south and north28

of the ACC respectively, as well as a reduced warm bias at almost all depths. Tuning29

the lateral ocean mixing has only a small e↵ect on the model biases, which contradicts30

previous studies using a similar model configuration. We note that the latitude of the31

surface westerly wind maximum has a northward bias in the reference simulation and32

that this bias is unchanged as the surface temperature and sea-ice biases are reduced in33

the coupled simulations. Hence, the surface wind biases over the Southern Hemisphere34

midlatitudes appear to be unrelated to biases in sea-surface conditions.35

Plain Language Summary36

The Southern Ocean (south of 40�S) plays a large role in shaping the ocean cir-37

culation and Earth’s climate by hosting a majority of the oceanic heat uptake and be-38

ing one of the few locations where the atmosphere is in close contact with the deep ocean39

via the formation of deep water. Unfortunately, the FOCI climate model, as many other40

climate models, struggles to reproduce the observed state of the Southern Ocean. The41

sea surface in FOCI is biased toward being too warm and to lack sea ice. We perform42

a series of model experiments where the coupling time step is changed from the default43

3 hours to 2 and 1 hours. The coupling time step defines how often the atmosphere model44

receives an updated surface state from the ocean model and provides new exchange fluxes45

for forcing the ocean in return. We find that a shorter coupling time step allows the model46

to produce more sea ice along the Antarctic coast which increases the sea-ice concentra-47

tion and reduces biases in temperature and salinity. We also show that the magnitude48

of lateral mixing in the ocean model has only a small e↵ect on model biases.49

1 Introduction50

The Southern Ocean plays a major role in setting the global climate by acting as51

the inter-connection of the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Ocean (Döös, 1995), and is also52

one of the few places where deep water can form (Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007). While it com-53

prises only 30% of the global ocean surface area, the Southern Ocean is responsible for54

40 % of the anthropogenic CO2 uptake and 75% of the ocean heat uptake (Frölicher et55

al., 2015). The ability of climate models to reproduce the observed Southern Ocean state56

is thus key for reliable climate projections.57

Yet, many of the most prominent biases of global climate models participating in58

the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 6 (CMIP6) and its predecessor CMIP559

occur in the Southern Ocean. Biases are found in e.g. sea-ice cover (Turner et al., 2013;60

Roach et al., 2020), sea surface temperature (SST) (C. Wang et al., 2014; Y. Wang et61

al., 2022), zonal wind (Bracegirdle & Marshall, 2012), bottom water properties (Heuzé62

et al., 2013; Heuzé, 2021) and frequency of deep water formation (Kjellsson et al., 2015;63

Reintges et al., 2017) with implications for the large-scale ocean circulation (Beadling64

et al., 2020). Biases in SST have been attributed to biases in cloud radiative e↵ect (Hyder65

et al., 2018), ocean model horizontal resolution (Hewitt et al., 2016), lateral di↵usion (Storkey66
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et al., 2018) and the representation of ocean vertical mixing (Calvert & Siddorn, 2013).67

Iso-pycnal di↵usion has been shown to play a large role in setting the temperature in South-68

ern Ocean and the subpolar North Atlantic (Hieronymus & Nycander, 2013) which is69

likely why SST biases in these regions are sensitive to the magnitude of the di↵usion co-70

e�cient. Sea-ice concentration, SST and bottom-water property biases can be intimately71

linked as a warm surface in summer causes low sea-ice concentration and thus excessive72

sea-ice production and deep-water formation in autumn (Heuzé et al., 2013). As oceanic73

uptake of heat and carbon are sensitive to both SST and surface winds (Rodgers et al.,74

2014; Yamamoto et al., 2018), biases in these variables make climate-model predictions75

of anthropogenic climate change less reliable. Biases in Antarctic Circumpolar Current76

(ACC) strength and width do not seem to be related to biases in the surface westerlies77

but rather to biases in the meridional density gradient (Meijers et al., 2012; Beadling et78

al., 2019) with the meridional temperature gradient playing a larger role than that of79

salinity. In addition, the transport through Drake Passage (often taken as a measure of80

ACC transport) has a strong dependence on horizontal resolution of the ocean model81

component where eddy-parameterized models (⇠ 1�) and eddy-rich models (⇠ 1/10�)82

represent the transport reasonably well while eddy-present models (⇠ 1/4�) underes-83

timate the transport. Indeed, Beadling et al. (2020) showed that climate models HadGEM-84

GC3, CNRM-CM6 and GFDL-CM4 had weaker Drake Passage transport in versions with85

an eddy-present ocean (1/4�) compared to versions with an eddy-parameterized ocean86

(0.5�-1�).87

Biases in the latitude of the surface westerly wind maximum over the Southern Ocean88

were prevalent in almost all models of the CMIP5 although the atmosphere components89

alone generally achieve more realistic westerlies in the Atmospheric Model Intercompar-90

ison Project (AMIP) (Bracegirdle et al., 2013), suggesting that wind biases are likely ex-91

acerbated by oceanic feedbacks. Idealized model experiments have revealed a strong sen-92

sitivity of the midlatitude westerlies to the surface friction (Chen et al., 2007), where too93

strong surface friction results in too weak and equatorward-shifted westerlies. There has94

been a steady improvement in representing Southern Ocean surface winds (Swart & Fyfe,95

2012; Bracegirdle et al., 2020) and the ACC from CMIP3 to CMIP6, the latter likely due96

to increased resolution of ocean bathymetry (Beadling et al., 2020).97

The role of the atmosphere-ocean coupling time step for surface biases in climate98

models is rarely documented. Climate models generally use lagged coupling where e.g.99

the atmosphere uses the ocean surface state from the last coupling step to compute sur-100

face fluxes for the next step, and the coupling time step is often chosen to be 3 hours or101

less to represent the diurnal cycle. However, it is not clear how sensitive climate-model102

biases are to the choice of coupling time step, although there are indications that the sen-103

sitivity is high in the high latitudes (A. Roberts et al., 2015) due to the presence of sea104

ice.105

In this paper we present a series of sensitivity experiments with the FOCI coupled106

climate model (Matthes et al., 2020) where both coupling time step and ocean lateral107

di↵usion are altered. Our focus will be on the model biases of temperature, salinity and108

ocean circulation in the Southern Ocean.109

2 Data110

2.1 FOCI111

We use the Flexible Ocean Climate Infrastructure (FOCI) model version 1 and pro-112

vide a brief description of the model. The reader is referred to (Matthes et al., 2020) for113

further details about the model.114

The atmosphere model is ECHAM version 6.3.05p2 with spectral truncation of Tq63,115

a grid-point resolution of ⇠ 1.8� (⇠ 200 km) and 95 vertical hybrid sigma-pressure lev-116

els (Stevens et al., 2013; Müller et al., 2018a). Land-surface processes, such as atmosphere-117
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land exchanges of heat and water, are simulated by the JSBACH model (Reick et al.,118

2013).119

The ocean/sea-ice model in FOCI is NEMO version 3.6 (Madec et al., 2016) and120

LIM2 (Fichefet & Maqueda, 1997). The ocean model version is thus comparable to sev-121

eral other climate models participating in CMIP6 e.g. CNRM-CM6-1 (Voldoire et al.,122

2019), IPSL-CM6 (Boucher et al., 2020), EC-Earth3 (Döscher et al., 2022), HadGEM-123

GC3 (Williams et al., 2018), and in particular CMCC-CM (Scoccimarro et al., 2011) which124

also uses the ECHAM atmosphere model but version 5. The ocean grid is ORCA05 (nom-125

inally 0.5� horizontal resolution) with 46 fixed z-levels where vertical resolution varies126

from 5m near the surface to 200m at depth. The horizontal resolution is not su�cient127

to be eddy-rich, i.e. explicitly resolve baroclinic instabilities and eddy-mean flow inter-128

actions, especially in mid-to-high latitudes. We therefore use a Gent-McWilliams param-129

eterization (GM, (Gent & McWilliams, 1990; Treguier et al., 1997)) to compute an eddy-130

induced di↵usion. The GM di↵usivity has an upper limit of 1000 m2 s�1 and is reduced131

in the tropics (20�S to 20�N) as the model is more capable of resolving ocean eddies in132

this region. Additionally, we also use iso-neutral Laplacian tracer di↵usion with a glob-133

ally constant coe�cient Ah,t = 600 m2 s�1 to represent other forms of mixing, e.g. sub-134

mesoscale processes.135

Coupling between ocean and atmosphere is done using the OASIS3-MCT2.8 cou-136

pler (Craig et al., 2017). The coupling time step is 3 hours, which is a compromise be-137

tween resolving the diurnal cycle and keeping inter-model communications to a minimum.138

Many climate models participating in CMIP6 have opted for a somewhat shorter cou-139

pling time step e.g. IPSL-CM6A-LR (90 min, Boucher et al. (2020)), HadGEM-GC3 (hourly,140

Williams et al. (2018)), MPI-ESM-HR (hourly, Müller et al. (2018b)).141

2.2 Simulations142

We have performed a number of pre-industrial (piControl) experiments where ex-143

ternal forcing is fixed at year 1850 levels. Each experiment starts at year 1850 and runs144

for at least 500 years. We discard the first 200 years as spinup and only analyse the last145

300 years, i.e. model years 2050-2349. We note that 200 years is not su�cient for the146

deep ocean to reach equilibrium, but find that model drift in the variables considered147

in this paper are generally very small after 200 years. The simulation labelled ”REF”148

(Table 1) uses the same settings as the simulations in Matthes et al. (2020) with the ex-149

ception that ”REF”, just like all our simulations, use a non-linear free-surface formula-150

tion as well as a bugfix for coupling heat fluxes when sea ice is present. The mean cli-151

mate in REF is very similar to the simulations but does have an overall warmer climate.152

The SST is ⇠ 0.5 K warmer over most of the ocean and the AMOC is ⇠ 0.5 Sv stronger153

(not shown). This change is unlikely to be due to natural variability in the model since154

we compare 300-year averages and the warming is global.155

In addition to REF, we performed six sensitivity experiments to explore the e↵ects156

of atmosphere-ocean coupling time step, and lateral di↵usion. In the first experiment,157

AHT300, the coe�cient of horizontal di↵usion, Ah,t, is reduced from 600 m2 s�1 to 300 m2 s�1,158

similarly to Storkey et al. (2018) who also reduced di↵usivity by 50%. In the two exper-159

iments CPL2H and CPL1H we alter the coupling time step between the atmosphere and160

ocean from the default 3 hours to 2 hours and 1 hour, respectively. Note that the lower161

limit of the coupling time step is the ocean model time step, 30 minutes, and that the162

sea-ice model time step is always the same as the coupling time step. For completeness,163

we also perform two additional experiments where we reduce the coe�cient of horizon-164

tal di↵usion as well as shorten the coupling time step, AHT300+CPL2H and AHT300+CPL1H,165

respectively. Finally, we perform an experiment where the sea-ice model time step and166

ocean-ice coupling step is reduced from 3 hours to 1 hour but the atmosphere-ocean cou-167

pling time step is kept at 3 hours, ICE1H. This experiment is only run for 300 years and168

we compare the last 100 years, i.e. model years 2050-2149. The ICE1H experiment is169
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not analysed in great detail in this paper, but will only be used to demonstrate its dif-170

ference to REF and CPL1H.171

All simulations start from climatological ocean temperature and salinity (Levitus172

et al., 1998) and an atmosphere at rest using a climatological temperature and moisture173

distribution. We are aware that by starting from rest our experiments are not free from174

model drift but as all experiments run for the same period we can isolate the impact of175

tunable parameters and reduce the influence of drift as best as possible in our analysis.176

In addition to the coupled simulations with FOCI, we also performed two atmosphere-177

only experiments with ECHAM. This is to test the atmosphere model for surface wind178

biases over the Southern Ocean inherent to this particular component. The experiments179

largely follow the AMIP protocol for CMIP6, but SST and sea-ice data are taken from180

daily ERA-5 data (Hersbach et al., 2020). One experiment is run at the same resolution181

as used in FOCI, Tq63 (⇠ 1.9� horizontal resolution) while the other is run at Tq127182

(⇠ 0.9�), both with 95 levels as in the coupled model. Both experiments are run for the183

period 1979-2019, where historical forcing is used for 1979-2014 and SSP5 forcing is used184

for 2015-2019.185

3 Results186

3.1 Mean state biases in the Southern Ocean187

We compare the atmosphere variables in the FOCI reference simulation to ERA-188

5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020), the successor of ERA-Interim which has been found189

to be among the most realistic reanalysis products over the Southern Ocean and Antarc-190

tica (Bromwich et al., 2011; Bracegirdle & Marshall, 2012). We also compare simulated191

SST as well as sea-ice concentration and area to observations from the HadISST1 dataset192

(Rayner, 2003). The model exhibits a substantial warm bias in Southern Ocean 2m air193

temperature (T2M) and SST and an underestimation of sea-ice concentration mainly in194

the Weddell Gyre area (Fig. 1, Table 2). The warm SST bias is present in all seasons195

while the T2M bias peaks in the austral winter season (JJA). The warm T2M bias over-196

laps with the low sea-ice bias in both location and seasonality, indicating that the T2M197

bias is driven by the sea-ice bias rather than the SST bias. The 10m zonal wind max-198

imum is located too far equatorward in both DJF and JJA (Fig. 2) and the latitude of199

the annual-mean wind maximum is 47.6�S compared to 53.2�S in ERA-5 (Table 2). This200

northward shift in the westerlies appears larger in JJA compared to the other seasons.201

The SST, sea ice and surface wind biases in FOCI are very similar to those in MPI-202

ESM-MR (Jungclaus et al., 2013) which also uses ECHAM6 at Tq63L95 resolution but203

has a di↵erent ocean model (MPI-OM). It was noted by Jungclaus et al. (2013) that the204

biases in sea-ice distribution were related to biases in sea-level pressure and thus surface205

winds. Hence, sea ice and surface wind biases may stem from issues inherent in the ECHAM6206

atmosphere model. ECHAM6 does not su↵er from the biases in cloud radiative forcing207

over the Southern Ocean (not shown) which is the cause of warm SST biases in many208

climate models in CMIP5 and CMIP6 (Hyder et al., 2018). We therefore rule out cloud209

biases as a source of the SST and sea-ice biases.210

An atmosphere-only simulation with ECHAM6 at Tq63L95 resolution (⇠ 200km211

as used in FOCI) using daily SST and sea-ice from ERA-5 (Hersbach et al., 2020) also212

exhibits an equatorward bias in the westerlies, but less so than the coupled FOCI sim-213

ulations (Fig. 2). The equatorward bias is reduced to a large extent when the horizon-214

tal resolution is increased to Tq127 (⇠ 100km) resolution. Taken together, these results215

imply that the equatorward bias in the atmosphere-only simulation at Tq63 is mostly216

due to the coarser resolution compared to Tq127. As the latitudinal position of the west-217

erly wind maximum has been linked to surface drag (Chen et al., 2007), we speculate218

that the equatorward bias in ECHAM6 is due to excessive surface drag. Recent work (Savita219

et al., 2023) have shown a similar resolution dependence of the equatorward wind bias,220

albeit with a di↵erent atmosphere model. They found the resolution-dependence to stem221
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from the representation of shallow convection which influences the height over which sur-222

face friction acts in the atmosphere thereby controlling the momentum balance below223

850 hPa. Hence, it is possible that the equatorward wind bias in ECHAM is linked to224

a too stratified lower atmosphere, and that increasing the horizontal resolution improves225

the representation of shallow convection and thus reduces the wind bias. We also note226

that the equatorward bias in the westerly wind maximum is larger in the coupled FOCI227

experiments than in the Tq63 atmosphere-only experiment. Taken together, these re-228

sults indicate that the wind bias is partly inherent to the atmosphere model at this res-229

olution but is also amplified when coupled to an ocean model. This is further discussed230

in Section 4.231

The Drake Passage transport, a measure of ACC strength, is on average 85.6 Sv232

in FOCI (Table 2) which places it amongst the weakest of CMIP6-generation of mod-233

els (Beadling et al., 2020) and well below the observational range of 137-173 Sv (Cunningham,234

2003; Donohue et al., 2016). The Drake Passage transport has been shown to be very235

resolution dependent (M. J. Roberts et al., 2019) where eddy-parameterized models (�x ⇠236

1�) tend to reproduce the observed strength reasonably well while increasing resolution237

to the eddy-present (�x ⇠ 0.25�) range decreases the ACC transport significantly. In238

both FOCI and HadGEM-GC3 (M. J. Roberts et al., 2019), the weak ACC is caused by239

the presence of strong westward currents along the southern boundary of Drake Passage240

which are not present at coarser resolution (not shown). In experiments with HadGEM-241

GC3 at eddy-rich resolution (1/12�) the westward currents along the southern bound-242

ary are greatly reduced compared to eddy-present experiments, thus the ACC is much243

stronger (⇠ 115 Sv). We note that HadGEM-GC3 does not have a strong equatorward244

bias in the surface winds as FOCI does, suggesting that the wind bias may not play a245

role for the weak ACC, and in agreement with the non-significant relationship between246

wind biases and ACC biases among CMIP5 models (Beadling et al., 2019). Hence, the247

weak ACC in FOCI appears mostly resolution-dependent although there may also be some248

dependence on parameters that change with resolution as well, e.g. ACC transport has249

been shown to increase with increased horizontal viscosity coe�cient (Megann & Storkey,250

2021). The resolution dependence of the ACC is the topic of future work.251

The FOCI reference simulation underestimates the Antarctic sea-ice area (SIA) by252

⇠ 26% (Fig. 3, Table 2) with too low SIA in all seasons, particularly in the Weddell Sea253

area, and also a negative trend over the entire simulation. While both the Indian and254

Pacific sectors show biases in both SST and sea-ice concentration in JJA (Fig. 1), the255

largest sea-ice bias is found in the Weddell Sea where no clear SST bias exists, i.e. SST256

biases are not the sole explanation for the biases in Antarctic SIA. FOCI underestimates257

Antarctic SIA in all seasons, but more so in winter, which means that the rate of sea-258

ice growth in autumn is underestimated. As the autumn expansion of Antarctic SIA is259

controlled by surface winds to a large extent (Holland & Kwok, 2012), the Antarctic sea-260

ice bias in JJA may be caused by a too weak northward component in sea-ice velocities.261

Reduced biases in surface westerlies, i.e. stronger winds with a more poleward maximum,262

would likely produce stronger northward drift and increase autumn sea-ice expansion.263

Events of open-ocean deep convection are rare in the Southern Ocean and the occurrence264

of deep convection is approximately the same across all experiments (Fig. S1). We note265

that deep convection does not occur for the first 250 years of simulation, but then oc-266

curs in periods separated by a few decades, similarly to CMIP6 simulations from EC-267

Earth (same ocean model as FOCI), GFDL and MPI (same atmosphere as FOCI) (Mohrmann268

et al., 2021). Furthermore, while open-ocean deep convection does cause a sudden de-269

crease in Antarctic SIA, we note that the time series of annual-mean Antarctic SIA (not270

shown) never reaches the observed SIA, 9.8 km2 (Table 2). Biases in Antarctic SIA are271

not caused by events of open-ocean deep convection reducing the 300-year time average272

in REF.273
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3.2 Sensitivity experiments274

3.2.1 Coupling time step275

We find that reducing the coupling time step from 3 hours to 2 hours and 1 hour276

progressively cools the SST (Fig. 4) and increases the Antarctic SIA (Fig. 3, Table 2)277

i.e. SST and SIA biases are reduced in CPL2H and further reduced in CPL1H. A shorter278

coupling time step does not cause any discernible change in the zonal-mean zonal sur-279

face winds or eastward surface wind stress over the Southern Ocean in CPL2H and CPL1H280

(Fig. 2 and Fig. S2). One may have expected a slight increase in wind stress with shorter281

coupling time step through inclusion of sub-3-hourly winds, but this is not evident here.282

Thus, the surface wind stress over the Southern Ocean in FOCI is insensitive to the cou-283

pling time step. The reduced SST and sea-ice biases are thus not linked to any changes284

in 10m wind or surface wind stress.285

The increased Antarctic SIA in CPL2H and CPL1H could potentially be explained286

by increased northward sea-ice transport which would be associated with increased sea-287

ice production along the Antarctic coastline and increased sea-ice melting to the north.288

The freshwater flux due to sea-ice formation and melting (computed by NEMO/LIM us-289

ing ice-volume changes and sea-ice density 900 kg m�3), Fice, shows freshwater loss in290

the Weddell and Ross Seas and freshwater gain to the north in the reference run, con-291

sistent with ice production and brine rejection along the coastlines and melting further292

north (Fig. 5a). With shorter coupling time step, CPL2H and CPL1H, we find an in-293

tensification of Fice compared to REF, i.e. increased ice production along the coastline294

and melting to the north, implying increased northward export of sea ice.295

Most of the production of Antarctic sea ice occurs in coastal polynyas, where cold296

katabatic winds flow from the ice sheet and drive northward ice export, leaving the coastal297

areas ice free. The atmosphere responds with large upward turbulent heat fluxes which298

bring the mixed-layer temperature to the freezing point and drive the formation of frazil299

ice (Morales Maqueda et al., 2004; Singh et al., 2021). A shorter coupling time step al-300

lows for more frequent coupling between the atmosphere, ocean and sea-ice models; it301

also means a shorter time step of the sea ice model in FOCI. This is leading to slower302

closing of leads, a larger turbulent heat flux and enhanced sea ice export. Hence, a shorter303

coupling time step can cause more sea-ice production, and this is likely the mechanism304

by which biases in SST and SIA are reduced in CPL2H and CPL1H. We note that the305

closing of leads also depends on the thickness of newly formed ice which is controlled by306

a parameter, hiccrit, set to 0.6 m in all our experiments. Since the prognostic variable307

is ice volume, a lower value would cause leads to close faster and newly formed ice to be308

thinner.309

The ICE1H experiment, where the LIM2 time step as well as the ocean-ice cou-310

pling time step (between NEMO and LIM2) is shortened to 1 hour while the OASIS cou-311

pling step is kept at 3 hour, does not exhibit any of the reductions in surface biases as312

found in CPL1H. The Antarctic sea-ice concentration is considerably lower in ICE1H com-313

pared to the reference experiment (Fig. 6), and the SST is higher (not shown). As the314

atmospheric turbulent heat fluxes are only updated every 3 hours in ICE1H the atmo-315

sphere is not always ”aware” of a newly formed coastal polynya. The turbulent heat flux316

response to the opening of a coastal polynya is reduced which inhibits frazil ice forma-317

tion. Hence, the increased Antarctic SIA in CPL1H and AHT300+CPL1H is likely due318

to a combination of both the shorter OASIS coupling time step as well as the shorter LIM2319

time step.320

The surface freshwater flux changes associated with a larger Antarctic sea-ice cover321

in runs with shorter coupling time step strongly reduce the fresh bias on the shelf and322

locally weakens the salinity gradient (Fig. 7). In the Weddell Sea, the increased Fice in323

CPL1H and CPL2H compared to REF act to reduce the salinity gradient on the shelf324

as well as on the northern edge of the Weddell Gyre, and the Weddell Gyre weakens as325

a result (Table 2, Fig. S3). While we do not find any discernible change in surface wind326

stress from the atmosphere (Fig. S2), it is possible that the increased sea-ice cover in327
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CPL2H and CPL1H compared to REF means a less rough surface and thus reducing the328

momentum transfer to the ocean and possibly also acting to weaken the Weddell Gyre.329

The weakening of the Weddell Gyre reduces the poleward heat transport (Table 2, Fig330

S4) by 0.02 PW and 0.04 PW in CPL2H and CPL1H respectively which causes a cool-331

ing at the surface as well as down to depths of ⇠ 4000 m (Fig. 8).332

Weddell Sea cross sections of salinity and temperature in CPL2H and CPL1H (Figs.333

S5,S6) show that the changes at depth largely occur along iso-pycnals. It is likely that334

the cooling and freshening below 500m is due to the weakening of the Weddell and Ross335

Gyres which reduces the advection of warm and salty water from lower latitudes towards336

Antarctica, as also indicated by the reduction of poleward heat transport (Table 2).337

While the Weddell Gyre weakens in CPL1H and CPL2H, the increased Fice also338

causes a stronger zonal-mean meridional density gradient which likely explains the slight339

strengthening of the Drake Passage transport, in agreement with the positive correla-340

tion between meridional density gradients and Drake Passage transports in CMIP5 mod-341

els (Beadling et al., 2019).342

It may be possible to weaken the Weddell Gyre and thus achieve a similar reduc-343

tion in poleward heat transport as in CPL1H by increasing the eddy-induced tracer dif-344

fusion from the GM scheme. However, we note that the magnitude of eddy-induced tracer345

di↵usion in all our experiments never reaches the already set upper limit of 1000 m2 s�1.346

Hence, our chosen upper limit has no impact on the Weddell Gyre strength or the ocean347

circulation in the Southern Ocean overall.348

The CPL2H and CPL1H simulations also exhibit enhanced sea-ice freshwater flux,349

Fice in the Arctic compared to REF (not shown), i.e. more ice production in the cen-350

tral Arctic and more melting along the sea-ice edge. The increased Fice could be caused351

by a stronger heat flux response to opening leads in the sea-ice pack, similarly to the in-352

creased Fice in the Antarctic coastal polynyas.353

3.2.2 Iso-neutral di↵usion354

Reducing the horizontal di↵usion coe�cient, Ah,t from 600 m2 s�1 to 300 m2 s�1
355

leads to a slight decrease of the Southern Ocean SST but has a relatively small impact356

on the surface biases in FOCI compared to changing the coupling time step. The SST357

cools by ⇠ 0.5K upstream of Drake Passage in AHT300 compared to the reference ex-358

periment (Fig. 4) and the sea-ice cover is larger (Table 2) and thus closer to observa-359

tions. We found the impact of changing Ah,t to be rather independent of the coupling360

time step for all quantities discussed and thus refrain from presenting additional di↵er-361

ence maps isolating such response for the CPL2H and CPL1H cases. While the surface362

is colder, the water masses at ⇠ 2000m depth, likely CDW, are warmer and saltier which,363

as suggested by Hieronymus and Nycander (2013) and Storkey et al. (2018), may be due364

to reduced upward transport of heat and salt which would also explain the surface cool-365

ing and freshening at the surface. The cooling of SST in AHT300 primarily happens around366

the Drake Passage, i.e. not where the most prominent warm SST bias exists in the ref-367

erence experiment. Hence, AHT300 improves the zonal mean SST mostly by compen-368

sation of errors.369

The AHT300 experiment shows a weakening of the Atlantic Meridional Overturn-370

ing Circulation (AMOC) compared to REF (Table 2). This is an improvement as the371

reference experiment has an AMOC that is slightly stronger than observed by the RAPID372

array (16.9 Sv) (Moat et al., 2022; Matthes et al., 2020). We also find that AHT300 has373

a colder subpolar North Atlantic (Fig. S7) than REF, which increases the existing cold374

bias in REF. As iso-neutral di↵usion is a large part of the surface heat budgets in both375

the Southern Ocean and subpolar North Atlantic (Hieronymus & Nycander, 2013) by376

transporting heat upward, the increased cold bias in AHT300 is likely not due to the weaker377

AMOC but rather the weaker mixing.378

The AHT300 simulation shows a distinct spin-up of the Weddell Gyre by 2.3 Sv379

and an increased poleward heat transport of 0.2 PW, in contradiction to the weaker gyre380
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and reduced heat transport in CPL2H and CPL1H. The Weddell Gyre strength in FOCI,381

82.2 Sv is clearly above the observational estimates of ⇠ 50 Sv (Klatt et al., 2005), so382

a further increase exacerbates the model bias of gyre strength and likely also for pole-383

ward heat transport (S4). The stronger Weddell Gyre in AHT300 is likely due to steeper384

isopycnals as a result of the weaker horizontal di↵usion.385

The global meridional overturning circulation in REF shows the upper-ocean Sub-386

Tropical Cells (STC), the Deacon Cell in the Southern Ocean and the AMOC (Fig. 9a).387

A lower cell where Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) is carried from the Southern Ocean388

northward into the other basins is very weak and not well visible. The overturning cir-389

culation is very similar to that of the KIEL ocean-sea ice model in Farneti et al. (2015)390

which used the same grid as FOCI but an older version of NEMO. Reducing the cou-391

pling time step in CPL2H and CPL1H results in a more vigorous overturning in the South-392

ern Ocean (Fig. 9b-c) where both the Deacon Cell around 50�S and the lower (AABW)393

cell strengthen, suggesting more deep-water formation. The lower AABW cell intensi-394

fication is found between 50S and 20N, indicating more northward AABW transport.395

In contrast, reducing tracer di↵usion in AHT300 results in a weakening of the AMOC396

in the North Atlantic (Fig. 9d) with no apparent change in the lower AABW cell.397

The meridional overturning computed in potential density classes, �2 (referenced398

to 2000m) further reveals water-mass transformations of the meridional overturning by399

filtering out iso-pycnal motions. The REF experiment shows the STC and AMOC, along400

with a clockwise (positive) Southern Ocean cell producing Antarctic Intermediate Wa-401

ter, an anti-clockwise subpolar cell arising partly from the Weddell and Ross Gyres, and402

a weak anti-clockwise lower cell at higher densities than the AMOC representing the AABW403

(Fig. 10a). As was the case for the circulation in depth coordinates, REF is very sim-404

ilar to KIEL of Farneti et al. (2015). The CPL2H and CPL1H show an intensification405

of the AABW cell as well as a shift toward denser water masses in the subpolar cell (Fig.406

10b,c), evincing the increased formation of AABW. The stronger AABW cell and increased407

AABW formation is likely due to the increased sea-ice production and increased brine408

rejection along the Antarctic coast (Fig. 5) driving more downward transport of cold,409

salty water. Both CPL2H and CPL1H also show an intensification of the AMOC around410

�2 ⇠ 36.85 kg m�3 which could be due to the North Atlantic Deep Water becoming411

denser.412

Similarly to CPL2H and CPL1H, AHT300 shows an intensification of the lower AABW413

cell (Fig. 10d), albeit with no change in the subpolar cell, indicating a stronger AABW414

cell between ⇠ 40�S and ⇠ 30�N but no change in AABW formation. The stronger AABW415

cell, as well as the shift of AMOC to higher density in the North Atlantic (Fig. 10d) could416

be due to less water-mass transformation from di↵usion so that the deep water formed417

in the North Atlantic and Southern Ocean retains its properties for longer before mix-418

ing with other water masses.419

3.2.3 Combined e↵ects420

When combining both reduced horizontal di↵usion and reduced coupling time steps,421

AHT300+CPL2H and AHT300+CPL1H, we find the changes in zonal-mean tempera-422

ture and salinity in both simulations to be approximately linear combinations of AHT300423

and CPL2H and CPL1H, respectively. The response of the zonal-mean temperature and424

salinity (Fig. 8, 7) as well as SST (Fig. 4) are nearly as one would expect by adding AHT300425

to CPL2H and AHT300 to CPL1H. However, we also observe non-linearities in the re-426

sponse of Antarctic SIA (Fig. 3) and the meridional overturning circulation (Fig. 9), which427

is to be expected as the two are linked via sea-ice production and AABW production.428

The increase in annual-mean Antarctic SIA in AHT300, CPL2H, and CPL1H are 0.8·429

106 km2, 1.8·106 km2, and 2.2·106 km2, respectively, while for AHT300+CPL2H and430

AHT300+CPL1H it is 2.5 · 106 km2 and 2.7 · 106 km2 respectively. The responses are431

thus not linear combinations of AHT300 with CPL2H and CPL1H. We speculate that432

the various strategies for increasing the Antarctic SIA likely has diminishing returns as433
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the sea ice expands further north and encounters warmer water. Likewise, the response434

in Drake Passage transport is non-linear, where AHT300 results in a weaker transport435

while it strengthens in CPL2H and CPL1H, and there is a further strengthening in AHT300+CPL1H.436

It is also possible that some of the deviations from linear responses can be due to modes437

of multi-centennial variability in the Southern Ocean which have been observed in cli-438

mate models (Park & Latif, 2008).439

The changes in SST following a shorter coupling step in CPL2H and CPL1H are440

mostly confined to the Southern Ocean, although a cooling of SSTs are also found in the441

subpolar North Atlantic Ocean and in particular the Barents Sea (Supplementary Ma-442

terial, Fig. 2). The cooling may be explained by a reduction in the poleward oceanic heat443

transport in the Atlantic at 45�N of ⇠ 0.01 PW or ⇠ 2% in CPL1H, CPL2H, AHT300+CPL1H,444

AHT300+CPL2H (SM9). However, we note that the poleward heat transport increases445

in AHT300 by a similar magnitude and also that the cooling in AHT300 is larger than446

in CPL2H, CPL1H. It is thus likely that most of the surface cooling in the North At-447

lantic in AHT300+CPL2H and AHT300+CPL1H is due to the reduced iso-neutral dif-448

fusion causing less heat to reach the surface. We also note that AMOC weakens in all449

sensitivity experiments compared to REF and that the weakened AMOC is an improve-450

ment compared to REF which had a too strong AMOC.451

4 Discussion & Conclusions452

We have explored a number of ways to mitigate climate biases in the Southern Ocean453

both at the surface and at depth in the FOCI coupled climate model. We found that short-454

ening the coupling time step from 3 hours to 1 hour reduced biases in SST and Antarc-455

tic SIA, while the ACC strength bias was only slightly improved, and wind biases were456

hardly a↵ected at all. The biases in temperature and salinity were also reduced through-457

out the upper 3000 m, with the largest reduction found at 1000 m depth. We propose458

that the shorter coupling time step between the atmosphere, ocean and sea-ice models459

caused stronger response of turbulent heat fluxes and ice advection in coastal polynyas,460

thereby increasing sea-ice production and overall Antarctic SIA. The increased sea-ice461

production caused more water-mass transformations in coastal polynyas and more for-462

mation of AABW, as indicated by the intensification of the AABW overturning cell. Re-463

ducing the coupling time step also lead to a weaker Weddell Gyre and overall reduced464

poleward heat transport, thus reducing temperature and salinity biases at depth.465

Reducing the coupling time step in FOCI in e.g. CPL1H and CPL1H+AHT300466

experiments was accompanied by a reduction of the time step of the sea-ice model call,467

which is generally synchronized with the atmosphere-ocean coupling. An experiment ICE1H468

with 1 hour sea-ice model time step and 3 hour coupling time step did not show the re-469

duction in biases found in CPL1H (Fig. S8). The results imply that the improvements470

in CPL2H and CPL1H are due to reducing both the sea-ice model time step and cou-471

pling time step simultaneously, so that the atmosphere model can produce a heat flux472

response to sea-ice anomalies in coastal polynyas and enhance sea-ice production.473

Reducing the coe�cient for iso-neutral tracer di↵usion had a comparatively small474

e↵ect, as demonstrated by the CPL1H and CPL1H+AHT300 simulations exhibiting very475

similar mean states. Excessive iso-neutral di↵usion was noted to cause a warm SST bias476

in the Southern Ocean in the MetO�ce GO6 and HadGEM-MM simulations, likely by477

enhancing upward heat transport (Storkey et al., 2018). Our results suggest that exces-478

sive upward heat transport by iso-neutral di↵usion was not the main cause of the SST479

bias in the FOCI reference experiment.480

Overall, our sensitivity experiments showed only small changes to the simulated481

ocean circulation and climate outside the Southern Ocean compared to the reference ex-482

periment. In particular we note that shortening the coupling time step lead to increased483

sea-ice production and better representation of observed sea ice and SST in the South-484

ern Ocean without any large changes in the Arctic. Reduced iso-neutral di↵usion caused485

a decrease of the SST in the North Atlantic subpolar seas and a weakening of the sub-486
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polar gyre (Fig. S3) likely due to the reduced upward heat transport by iso-neutral dif-487

fusion (Hieronymus & Nycander, 2013).488

It is clear from all sensitivity experiments that the equatorward bias in the west-489

erly wind maximum is insensitive to the underlying biases in SST and sea-ice extent. An490

AMIP run at Tq127 resolution (⇠ 100km) exhibits a smaller bias than Tq63 (⇠ 200km),491

indicating that the bias is resolution-dependent, while the fact that AMIP experiments492

show a smaller bias than the coupled experiments suggests that the bias is amplified in493

coupled mode. We stress that the AMIP experiments and ERA-5 both represent present-494

day conditions while the FOCI experiments represent pre-industrial conditions and that495

the di↵erence in jet stream position could partly be due the anthropogenic forcing since496

1850. Coupled models in CMIP5 showed an approximately ⇠ 1� poleward shift in the497

Southern Hemisphere jet stream position from pre-industrial (piControl) and present-498

day (historical) simulations and a further ⇠ 2� shift in 2100 under a high-emission sce-499

nario (RCP8.5 ) (Barnes & Polvani, 2013). The wind maximum in FOCI is ⇠ 5� equa-500

torward of that in ERA-5. It is thus very unlikely that the wind maximum latitude bias501

in FOCI is due to the fact that all runs are pre-industrial control runs.502

Previous studies have shown that the latitude of the westerly wind maximum is sen-503

sitive to the magnitude of surface friction (Chen et al., 2007), with stronger friction caus-504

ing weaker and more equatorward winds as found in our experiments. A possible mech-505

anism in FOCI could be that the marine boundary layer is too shallow, causing friction506

to have a strong e↵ect in the boundary layer. Increasing boundary-layer mixing could507

be a way to increase vertical mixing of momentum in the lower troposphere, distribut-508

ing the e↵ect of friction over a larger depth, and thus accelerating the surface winds and509

pushing the wind maximum poleward. Such a mechanism was recently found in the OpenIFS510

atmosphere model (Savita et al., 2023). However, we also note that Ayres et al. (2022)511

found a weakening and equatorward shift of the tropospheric jet in an experiment with512

a large reduction of Antarctic sea ice, suggesting that a large negative sea-ice bias may513

cause an equatorward bias in the westerly jet maximum. It is possible that the reduc-514

tion in sea-ice bias in our sensitivity experiments are not large enough to shift the jet.515

Using a shorter coupling time step in FOCI is computationally prohibitive since516

it increases communication between the atmosphere and ocean model at runtime which517

leads to an overall slower model. Indeed, we find that CPL1H is 15�20% slower than518

the default piControl simulation. The slowdown with shorter coupling time step also comes519

from poor synchronisation with the radiation scheme in ECHAM which is called every520

two hours. Despite the slower model, we argue that 1hr coupling time step is preferable521

over 2 or 3 hours.522

The results in this paper suggest that coupled models should aim for a coupling523

time step of no more than 1 hour and that the coe�cient for iso-neutral tracer di↵usion524

should be chosen with care. We do not recommend reducing the coe�cient Ah,t in our525

configuration, but note that Storkey et al. (2018) found improvement following a 50%526

reduction albeit with higher horizontal and vertical resolution. The reduced surface bi-527

ases in CPL1H and CPL1H+AHT300 compared to the reference simulation will be im-528

portant for future model simulations with ocean biogeochemistry as many biogeochem-529

ical processes are dependent on the SST and seasonal sea-ice cycle. Furthermore, the in-530

tensification of the AABW cell in CPL1H suggests that reducing the coupling time step531

may increase oceanic carbon uptake.532

Open Research Section533

Data Availability Statement534

This study made use of output from the FOCI climate model as well as ERA-5 re-535

analysis (Hersbach et al., 2023, 2023), SST and sea-ice data from HadISST1 (Rayner,536

2003), and ocean temperature and salinity data from WOA98 (Levitus et al., 1998). Source537

code needed to reproduce model experiments, Jupyter notebooks to reproduce all fig-538
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ures, and processed data (time averages etc.) can be found at https://doi.org/10.5281/539

zenodo.8305165. The full model output is available from the corresponding author upon540

reasonable request. The FOCI source code is identical to that used in Matthes et al. (2020)541

and is available under license from MPI-M Hamburg (ECHAM6), IPSL Paris (NEMO/LIM)542

and CERFACS Toulouse (OASIS) and is under LGPL or Cecill License.543

Figure 1. Seasonal biases in SST (a-d), 2m air temperature (e-h) and sea-ice concentration

(i-l) in the REF pre-industrial control simulation.
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Figure 2. Zonal-mean zonal wind at 10m height for all simulations (coloured lines) and ERA-

5 reanalysis (black dashed line) for summer (DJF, a) and winter (JJA, b).

Table 1. Model runs used in this paper. See Data section of paper for details. All runs start

from an ocean at rest, ocean potential temperature and salinity initialized from the WOA98 cli-

matology (Levitus et al., 1998) and under constant pi-control climate conditions. NLFS refers to

non-linear free surface formulation with variable volume layer (vvl) in NEMO.

Name ID Simulation Time Note

REF SW087 1850-2371 as FOCI-piCtl of Matthes et al. (2020) but with NLFS
CPL2H SW106 1850-2349 as REF, but coupling frequency 2 hours
CPL1H SW098 1850-2349 as REF, but coupling frequency 1 hour
ICE1H SW202 1850-2149 as REF, but ocean-ice coupling step 1 hour
AHT300 SW082 1850-2350 as REF, but horiz. tracer di↵usion halved to 300 m2 s�1

AHT300+CPL2H SW120 1850-2378 CPL2H and AHT300 combined
AHT300+CPL1H SW111 1850-2499 CPL1H and AHT300 combined

ECHAM-T63 SH007 1979-2019 Atmosphere-only with daily ERA-5 SST/sea ice
ECHAM-T127 RP002 1979-2019 Atmosphere-only with daily ERA-5 SST/sea ice
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Figure 3. Mean seasonal cycle of Antarctic SIA in all experiments averaged over the years

2050-2350. Black dashed line corresponds to observations from HadISST for 1979-2020.

Figure 4. a) Time mean (year 200-500) SST bias in REF compared to HadISST 1979-2020.

b-f) Di↵erence between each experiment and REF. The left colorbar belongs to Fig. a. The right

colorbar belongs to panels b-f.
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Figure 5. a) Time mean (year 200-500) freshwater flux due to sea ice freezing/melting in

REF. b-f) Di↵erence between each experiment and REF. The left colorbar belongs to Fig. a. The

right colorbar belongs to panels b-f.

Figure 6. Annual-mean sea-ice concentration bias (compared to HadISST 1979-2020) in a)

REF, b) ICE1H and c) CPL1H experiments. Panel a is the average of Fig. 1a-d. The left color-

bar belongs to Fig. a. The right colorbar belongs to Figs. b,c.
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Figure 7. a) Time mean (year 200-500) zonal-mean salinity bias with respect to WOA98

(Levitus et al., 1998) climatology. b-f) Di↵erence between each experiment and REF. Solid black

contours are drawn for �0 = 27.2, 27.5, 27.8 kg m�3 in each experiment. The left colorbar belongs

to Fig. a. The right colorbar belongs to Figs. b-f.

Figure 8. As Fig. 7 but for potential temperature.
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Figure 9. Time mean global meridional overturning stream functions in REF (a) and dif-

ference to REF for all other experiments (b-f). The left colorbar belongs to Fig. a. The right

colorbar belongs to Figs. b-f.

Figure 10. As Fig. 9 but in (y,�2) coordinates.
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Abstract17

We explore the sensitivity of Southern Ocean surface and deep ocean temperature and18

salinity biases in the FOCI coupled climate model to atmosphere-ocean coupling time19

step and to lateral di↵usion in the ocean with the goal to reduce biases common to cli-20

mate models. The reference simulation su↵ers from a warm bias at the sea surface which21

also extends down to the seafloor in the Southern Ocean and is accompanied by a too22

fresh surface, in particular along the Antarctic coast. Reducing the atmosphere-ocean23

coupling time step from 3 hours to 1 hour results in increased sea-ice production on the24

shelf and enhanced melting to the north which reduces the fresh bias of the shelf water25

while also strengthening the meridional density gradient favouring a stronger Antarc-26

tic Circumpolar Current (ACC). With the shorter coupling step we also find a stronger27

meridional overturning circulation with more upwelling and downwelling south and north28

of the ACC respectively, as well as a reduced warm bias at almost all depths. Tuning29

the lateral ocean mixing has only a small e↵ect on the model biases, which contradicts30

previous studies using a similar model configuration. We note that the latitude of the31

surface westerly wind maximum has a northward bias in the reference simulation and32

that this bias is unchanged as the surface temperature and sea-ice biases are reduced in33

the coupled simulations. Hence, the surface wind biases over the Southern Hemisphere34

midlatitudes appear to be unrelated to biases in sea-surface conditions.35

Plain Language Summary36

The Southern Ocean (south of 40�S) plays a large role in shaping the ocean cir-37

culation and Earth’s climate by hosting a majority of the oceanic heat uptake and be-38

ing one of the few locations where the atmosphere is in close contact with the deep ocean39

via the formation of deep water. Unfortunately, the FOCI climate model, as many other40

climate models, struggles to reproduce the observed state of the Southern Ocean. The41

sea surface in FOCI is biased toward being too warm and to lack sea ice. We perform42

a series of model experiments where the coupling time step is changed from the default43

3 hours to 2 and 1 hours. The coupling time step defines how often the atmosphere model44

receives an updated surface state from the ocean model and provides new exchange fluxes45

for forcing the ocean in return. We find that a shorter coupling time step allows the model46

to produce more sea ice along the Antarctic coast which increases the sea-ice concentra-47

tion and reduces biases in temperature and salinity. We also show that the magnitude48

of lateral mixing in the ocean model has only a small e↵ect on model biases.49

1 Introduction50

The Southern Ocean plays a major role in setting the global climate by acting as51

the inter-connection of the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Ocean (Döös, 1995), and is also52

one of the few places where deep water can form (Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007). While it com-53

prises only 30% of the global ocean surface area, the Southern Ocean is responsible for54

40 % of the anthropogenic CO2 uptake and 75% of the ocean heat uptake (Frölicher et55

al., 2015). The ability of climate models to reproduce the observed Southern Ocean state56

is thus key for reliable climate projections.57

Yet, many of the most prominent biases of global climate models participating in58

the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 6 (CMIP6) and its predecessor CMIP559

occur in the Southern Ocean. Biases are found in e.g. sea-ice cover (Turner et al., 2013;60

Roach et al., 2020), sea surface temperature (SST) (C. Wang et al., 2014; Y. Wang et61

al., 2022), zonal wind (Bracegirdle & Marshall, 2012), bottom water properties (Heuzé62

et al., 2013; Heuzé, 2021) and frequency of deep water formation (Kjellsson et al., 2015;63

Reintges et al., 2017) with implications for the large-scale ocean circulation (Beadling64

et al., 2020). Biases in SST have been attributed to biases in cloud radiative e↵ect (Hyder65

et al., 2018), ocean model horizontal resolution (Hewitt et al., 2016), lateral di↵usion (Storkey66
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et al., 2018) and the representation of ocean vertical mixing (Calvert & Siddorn, 2013).67

Iso-pycnal di↵usion has been shown to play a large role in setting the temperature in South-68

ern Ocean and the subpolar North Atlantic (Hieronymus & Nycander, 2013) which is69

likely why SST biases in these regions are sensitive to the magnitude of the di↵usion co-70

e�cient. Sea-ice concentration, SST and bottom-water property biases can be intimately71

linked as a warm surface in summer causes low sea-ice concentration and thus excessive72

sea-ice production and deep-water formation in autumn (Heuzé et al., 2013). As oceanic73

uptake of heat and carbon are sensitive to both SST and surface winds (Rodgers et al.,74

2014; Yamamoto et al., 2018), biases in these variables make climate-model predictions75

of anthropogenic climate change less reliable. Biases in Antarctic Circumpolar Current76

(ACC) strength and width do not seem to be related to biases in the surface westerlies77

but rather to biases in the meridional density gradient (Meijers et al., 2012; Beadling et78

al., 2019) with the meridional temperature gradient playing a larger role than that of79

salinity. In addition, the transport through Drake Passage (often taken as a measure of80

ACC transport) has a strong dependence on horizontal resolution of the ocean model81

component where eddy-parameterized models (⇠ 1�) and eddy-rich models (⇠ 1/10�)82

represent the transport reasonably well while eddy-present models (⇠ 1/4�) underes-83

timate the transport. Indeed, Beadling et al. (2020) showed that climate models HadGEM-84

GC3, CNRM-CM6 and GFDL-CM4 had weaker Drake Passage transport in versions with85

an eddy-present ocean (1/4�) compared to versions with an eddy-parameterized ocean86

(0.5�-1�).87

Biases in the latitude of the surface westerly wind maximum over the Southern Ocean88

were prevalent in almost all models of the CMIP5 although the atmosphere components89

alone generally achieve more realistic westerlies in the Atmospheric Model Intercompar-90

ison Project (AMIP) (Bracegirdle et al., 2013), suggesting that wind biases are likely ex-91

acerbated by oceanic feedbacks. Idealized model experiments have revealed a strong sen-92

sitivity of the midlatitude westerlies to the surface friction (Chen et al., 2007), where too93

strong surface friction results in too weak and equatorward-shifted westerlies. There has94

been a steady improvement in representing Southern Ocean surface winds (Swart & Fyfe,95

2012; Bracegirdle et al., 2020) and the ACC from CMIP3 to CMIP6, the latter likely due96

to increased resolution of ocean bathymetry (Beadling et al., 2020).97

The role of the atmosphere-ocean coupling time step for surface biases in climate98

models is rarely documented. Climate models generally use lagged coupling where e.g.99

the atmosphere uses the ocean surface state from the last coupling step to compute sur-100

face fluxes for the next step, and the coupling time step is often chosen to be 3 hours or101

less to represent the diurnal cycle. However, it is not clear how sensitive climate-model102

biases are to the choice of coupling time step, although there are indications that the sen-103

sitivity is high in the high latitudes (A. Roberts et al., 2015) due to the presence of sea104

ice.105

In this paper we present a series of sensitivity experiments with the FOCI coupled106

climate model (Matthes et al., 2020) where both coupling time step and ocean lateral107

di↵usion are altered. Our focus will be on the model biases of temperature, salinity and108

ocean circulation in the Southern Ocean.109

2 Data110

2.1 FOCI111

We use the Flexible Ocean Climate Infrastructure (FOCI) model version 1 and pro-112

vide a brief description of the model. The reader is referred to (Matthes et al., 2020) for113

further details about the model.114

The atmosphere model is ECHAM version 6.3.05p2 with spectral truncation of Tq63,115

a grid-point resolution of ⇠ 1.8� (⇠ 200 km) and 95 vertical hybrid sigma-pressure lev-116

els (Stevens et al., 2013; Müller et al., 2018a). Land-surface processes, such as atmosphere-117
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land exchanges of heat and water, are simulated by the JSBACH model (Reick et al.,118

2013).119

The ocean/sea-ice model in FOCI is NEMO version 3.6 (Madec et al., 2016) and120

LIM2 (Fichefet & Maqueda, 1997). The ocean model version is thus comparable to sev-121

eral other climate models participating in CMIP6 e.g. CNRM-CM6-1 (Voldoire et al.,122

2019), IPSL-CM6 (Boucher et al., 2020), EC-Earth3 (Döscher et al., 2022), HadGEM-123

GC3 (Williams et al., 2018), and in particular CMCC-CM (Scoccimarro et al., 2011) which124

also uses the ECHAM atmosphere model but version 5. The ocean grid is ORCA05 (nom-125

inally 0.5� horizontal resolution) with 46 fixed z-levels where vertical resolution varies126

from 5m near the surface to 200m at depth. The horizontal resolution is not su�cient127

to be eddy-rich, i.e. explicitly resolve baroclinic instabilities and eddy-mean flow inter-128

actions, especially in mid-to-high latitudes. We therefore use a Gent-McWilliams param-129

eterization (GM, (Gent & McWilliams, 1990; Treguier et al., 1997)) to compute an eddy-130

induced di↵usion. The GM di↵usivity has an upper limit of 1000 m2 s�1 and is reduced131

in the tropics (20�S to 20�N) as the model is more capable of resolving ocean eddies in132

this region. Additionally, we also use iso-neutral Laplacian tracer di↵usion with a glob-133

ally constant coe�cient Ah,t = 600 m2 s�1 to represent other forms of mixing, e.g. sub-134

mesoscale processes.135

Coupling between ocean and atmosphere is done using the OASIS3-MCT2.8 cou-136

pler (Craig et al., 2017). The coupling time step is 3 hours, which is a compromise be-137

tween resolving the diurnal cycle and keeping inter-model communications to a minimum.138

Many climate models participating in CMIP6 have opted for a somewhat shorter cou-139

pling time step e.g. IPSL-CM6A-LR (90 min, Boucher et al. (2020)), HadGEM-GC3 (hourly,140

Williams et al. (2018)), MPI-ESM-HR (hourly, Müller et al. (2018b)).141

2.2 Simulations142

We have performed a number of pre-industrial (piControl) experiments where ex-143

ternal forcing is fixed at year 1850 levels. Each experiment starts at year 1850 and runs144

for at least 500 years. We discard the first 200 years as spinup and only analyse the last145

300 years, i.e. model years 2050-2349. We note that 200 years is not su�cient for the146

deep ocean to reach equilibrium, but find that model drift in the variables considered147

in this paper are generally very small after 200 years. The simulation labelled ”REF”148

(Table 1) uses the same settings as the simulations in Matthes et al. (2020) with the ex-149

ception that ”REF”, just like all our simulations, use a non-linear free-surface formula-150

tion as well as a bugfix for coupling heat fluxes when sea ice is present. The mean cli-151

mate in REF is very similar to the simulations but does have an overall warmer climate.152

The SST is ⇠ 0.5 K warmer over most of the ocean and the AMOC is ⇠ 0.5 Sv stronger153

(not shown). This change is unlikely to be due to natural variability in the model since154

we compare 300-year averages and the warming is global.155

In addition to REF, we performed six sensitivity experiments to explore the e↵ects156

of atmosphere-ocean coupling time step, and lateral di↵usion. In the first experiment,157

AHT300, the coe�cient of horizontal di↵usion, Ah,t, is reduced from 600 m2 s�1 to 300 m2 s�1,158

similarly to Storkey et al. (2018) who also reduced di↵usivity by 50%. In the two exper-159

iments CPL2H and CPL1H we alter the coupling time step between the atmosphere and160

ocean from the default 3 hours to 2 hours and 1 hour, respectively. Note that the lower161

limit of the coupling time step is the ocean model time step, 30 minutes, and that the162

sea-ice model time step is always the same as the coupling time step. For completeness,163

we also perform two additional experiments where we reduce the coe�cient of horizon-164

tal di↵usion as well as shorten the coupling time step, AHT300+CPL2H and AHT300+CPL1H,165

respectively. Finally, we perform an experiment where the sea-ice model time step and166

ocean-ice coupling step is reduced from 3 hours to 1 hour but the atmosphere-ocean cou-167

pling time step is kept at 3 hours, ICE1H. This experiment is only run for 300 years and168

we compare the last 100 years, i.e. model years 2050-2149. The ICE1H experiment is169
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not analysed in great detail in this paper, but will only be used to demonstrate its dif-170

ference to REF and CPL1H.171

All simulations start from climatological ocean temperature and salinity (Levitus172

et al., 1998) and an atmosphere at rest using a climatological temperature and moisture173

distribution. We are aware that by starting from rest our experiments are not free from174

model drift but as all experiments run for the same period we can isolate the impact of175

tunable parameters and reduce the influence of drift as best as possible in our analysis.176

In addition to the coupled simulations with FOCI, we also performed two atmosphere-177

only experiments with ECHAM. This is to test the atmosphere model for surface wind178

biases over the Southern Ocean inherent to this particular component. The experiments179

largely follow the AMIP protocol for CMIP6, but SST and sea-ice data are taken from180

daily ERA-5 data (Hersbach et al., 2020). One experiment is run at the same resolution181

as used in FOCI, Tq63 (⇠ 1.9� horizontal resolution) while the other is run at Tq127182

(⇠ 0.9�), both with 95 levels as in the coupled model. Both experiments are run for the183

period 1979-2019, where historical forcing is used for 1979-2014 and SSP5 forcing is used184

for 2015-2019.185

3 Results186

3.1 Mean state biases in the Southern Ocean187

We compare the atmosphere variables in the FOCI reference simulation to ERA-188

5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020), the successor of ERA-Interim which has been found189

to be among the most realistic reanalysis products over the Southern Ocean and Antarc-190

tica (Bromwich et al., 2011; Bracegirdle & Marshall, 2012). We also compare simulated191

SST as well as sea-ice concentration and area to observations from the HadISST1 dataset192

(Rayner, 2003). The model exhibits a substantial warm bias in Southern Ocean 2m air193

temperature (T2M) and SST and an underestimation of sea-ice concentration mainly in194

the Weddell Gyre area (Fig. 1, Table 2). The warm SST bias is present in all seasons195

while the T2M bias peaks in the austral winter season (JJA). The warm T2M bias over-196

laps with the low sea-ice bias in both location and seasonality, indicating that the T2M197

bias is driven by the sea-ice bias rather than the SST bias. The 10m zonal wind max-198

imum is located too far equatorward in both DJF and JJA (Fig. 2) and the latitude of199

the annual-mean wind maximum is 47.6�S compared to 53.2�S in ERA-5 (Table 2). This200

northward shift in the westerlies appears larger in JJA compared to the other seasons.201

The SST, sea ice and surface wind biases in FOCI are very similar to those in MPI-202

ESM-MR (Jungclaus et al., 2013) which also uses ECHAM6 at Tq63L95 resolution but203

has a di↵erent ocean model (MPI-OM). It was noted by Jungclaus et al. (2013) that the204

biases in sea-ice distribution were related to biases in sea-level pressure and thus surface205

winds. Hence, sea ice and surface wind biases may stem from issues inherent in the ECHAM6206

atmosphere model. ECHAM6 does not su↵er from the biases in cloud radiative forcing207

over the Southern Ocean (not shown) which is the cause of warm SST biases in many208

climate models in CMIP5 and CMIP6 (Hyder et al., 2018). We therefore rule out cloud209

biases as a source of the SST and sea-ice biases.210

An atmosphere-only simulation with ECHAM6 at Tq63L95 resolution (⇠ 200km211

as used in FOCI) using daily SST and sea-ice from ERA-5 (Hersbach et al., 2020) also212

exhibits an equatorward bias in the westerlies, but less so than the coupled FOCI sim-213

ulations (Fig. 2). The equatorward bias is reduced to a large extent when the horizon-214

tal resolution is increased to Tq127 (⇠ 100km) resolution. Taken together, these results215

imply that the equatorward bias in the atmosphere-only simulation at Tq63 is mostly216

due to the coarser resolution compared to Tq127. As the latitudinal position of the west-217

erly wind maximum has been linked to surface drag (Chen et al., 2007), we speculate218

that the equatorward bias in ECHAM6 is due to excessive surface drag. Recent work (Savita219

et al., 2023) have shown a similar resolution dependence of the equatorward wind bias,220

albeit with a di↵erent atmosphere model. They found the resolution-dependence to stem221
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from the representation of shallow convection which influences the height over which sur-222

face friction acts in the atmosphere thereby controlling the momentum balance below223

850 hPa. Hence, it is possible that the equatorward wind bias in ECHAM is linked to224

a too stratified lower atmosphere, and that increasing the horizontal resolution improves225

the representation of shallow convection and thus reduces the wind bias. We also note226

that the equatorward bias in the westerly wind maximum is larger in the coupled FOCI227

experiments than in the Tq63 atmosphere-only experiment. Taken together, these re-228

sults indicate that the wind bias is partly inherent to the atmosphere model at this res-229

olution but is also amplified when coupled to an ocean model. This is further discussed230

in Section 4.231

The Drake Passage transport, a measure of ACC strength, is on average 85.6 Sv232

in FOCI (Table 2) which places it amongst the weakest of CMIP6-generation of mod-233

els (Beadling et al., 2020) and well below the observational range of 137-173 Sv (Cunningham,234

2003; Donohue et al., 2016). The Drake Passage transport has been shown to be very235

resolution dependent (M. J. Roberts et al., 2019) where eddy-parameterized models (�x ⇠236

1�) tend to reproduce the observed strength reasonably well while increasing resolution237

to the eddy-present (�x ⇠ 0.25�) range decreases the ACC transport significantly. In238

both FOCI and HadGEM-GC3 (M. J. Roberts et al., 2019), the weak ACC is caused by239

the presence of strong westward currents along the southern boundary of Drake Passage240

which are not present at coarser resolution (not shown). In experiments with HadGEM-241

GC3 at eddy-rich resolution (1/12�) the westward currents along the southern bound-242

ary are greatly reduced compared to eddy-present experiments, thus the ACC is much243

stronger (⇠ 115 Sv). We note that HadGEM-GC3 does not have a strong equatorward244

bias in the surface winds as FOCI does, suggesting that the wind bias may not play a245

role for the weak ACC, and in agreement with the non-significant relationship between246

wind biases and ACC biases among CMIP5 models (Beadling et al., 2019). Hence, the247

weak ACC in FOCI appears mostly resolution-dependent although there may also be some248

dependence on parameters that change with resolution as well, e.g. ACC transport has249

been shown to increase with increased horizontal viscosity coe�cient (Megann & Storkey,250

2021). The resolution dependence of the ACC is the topic of future work.251

The FOCI reference simulation underestimates the Antarctic sea-ice area (SIA) by252

⇠ 26% (Fig. 3, Table 2) with too low SIA in all seasons, particularly in the Weddell Sea253

area, and also a negative trend over the entire simulation. While both the Indian and254

Pacific sectors show biases in both SST and sea-ice concentration in JJA (Fig. 1), the255

largest sea-ice bias is found in the Weddell Sea where no clear SST bias exists, i.e. SST256

biases are not the sole explanation for the biases in Antarctic SIA. FOCI underestimates257

Antarctic SIA in all seasons, but more so in winter, which means that the rate of sea-258

ice growth in autumn is underestimated. As the autumn expansion of Antarctic SIA is259

controlled by surface winds to a large extent (Holland & Kwok, 2012), the Antarctic sea-260

ice bias in JJA may be caused by a too weak northward component in sea-ice velocities.261

Reduced biases in surface westerlies, i.e. stronger winds with a more poleward maximum,262

would likely produce stronger northward drift and increase autumn sea-ice expansion.263

Events of open-ocean deep convection are rare in the Southern Ocean and the occurrence264

of deep convection is approximately the same across all experiments (Fig. S1). We note265

that deep convection does not occur for the first 250 years of simulation, but then oc-266

curs in periods separated by a few decades, similarly to CMIP6 simulations from EC-267

Earth (same ocean model as FOCI), GFDL and MPI (same atmosphere as FOCI) (Mohrmann268

et al., 2021). Furthermore, while open-ocean deep convection does cause a sudden de-269

crease in Antarctic SIA, we note that the time series of annual-mean Antarctic SIA (not270

shown) never reaches the observed SIA, 9.8 km2 (Table 2). Biases in Antarctic SIA are271

not caused by events of open-ocean deep convection reducing the 300-year time average272

in REF.273
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3.2 Sensitivity experiments274

3.2.1 Coupling time step275

We find that reducing the coupling time step from 3 hours to 2 hours and 1 hour276

progressively cools the SST (Fig. 4) and increases the Antarctic SIA (Fig. 3, Table 2)277

i.e. SST and SIA biases are reduced in CPL2H and further reduced in CPL1H. A shorter278

coupling time step does not cause any discernible change in the zonal-mean zonal sur-279

face winds or eastward surface wind stress over the Southern Ocean in CPL2H and CPL1H280

(Fig. 2 and Fig. S2). One may have expected a slight increase in wind stress with shorter281

coupling time step through inclusion of sub-3-hourly winds, but this is not evident here.282

Thus, the surface wind stress over the Southern Ocean in FOCI is insensitive to the cou-283

pling time step. The reduced SST and sea-ice biases are thus not linked to any changes284

in 10m wind or surface wind stress.285

The increased Antarctic SIA in CPL2H and CPL1H could potentially be explained286

by increased northward sea-ice transport which would be associated with increased sea-287

ice production along the Antarctic coastline and increased sea-ice melting to the north.288

The freshwater flux due to sea-ice formation and melting (computed by NEMO/LIM us-289

ing ice-volume changes and sea-ice density 900 kg m�3), Fice, shows freshwater loss in290

the Weddell and Ross Seas and freshwater gain to the north in the reference run, con-291

sistent with ice production and brine rejection along the coastlines and melting further292

north (Fig. 5a). With shorter coupling time step, CPL2H and CPL1H, we find an in-293

tensification of Fice compared to REF, i.e. increased ice production along the coastline294

and melting to the north, implying increased northward export of sea ice.295

Most of the production of Antarctic sea ice occurs in coastal polynyas, where cold296

katabatic winds flow from the ice sheet and drive northward ice export, leaving the coastal297

areas ice free. The atmosphere responds with large upward turbulent heat fluxes which298

bring the mixed-layer temperature to the freezing point and drive the formation of frazil299

ice (Morales Maqueda et al., 2004; Singh et al., 2021). A shorter coupling time step al-300

lows for more frequent coupling between the atmosphere, ocean and sea-ice models; it301

also means a shorter time step of the sea ice model in FOCI. This is leading to slower302

closing of leads, a larger turbulent heat flux and enhanced sea ice export. Hence, a shorter303

coupling time step can cause more sea-ice production, and this is likely the mechanism304

by which biases in SST and SIA are reduced in CPL2H and CPL1H. We note that the305

closing of leads also depends on the thickness of newly formed ice which is controlled by306

a parameter, hiccrit, set to 0.6 m in all our experiments. Since the prognostic variable307

is ice volume, a lower value would cause leads to close faster and newly formed ice to be308

thinner.309

The ICE1H experiment, where the LIM2 time step as well as the ocean-ice cou-310

pling time step (between NEMO and LIM2) is shortened to 1 hour while the OASIS cou-311

pling step is kept at 3 hour, does not exhibit any of the reductions in surface biases as312

found in CPL1H. The Antarctic sea-ice concentration is considerably lower in ICE1H com-313

pared to the reference experiment (Fig. 6), and the SST is higher (not shown). As the314

atmospheric turbulent heat fluxes are only updated every 3 hours in ICE1H the atmo-315

sphere is not always ”aware” of a newly formed coastal polynya. The turbulent heat flux316

response to the opening of a coastal polynya is reduced which inhibits frazil ice forma-317

tion. Hence, the increased Antarctic SIA in CPL1H and AHT300+CPL1H is likely due318

to a combination of both the shorter OASIS coupling time step as well as the shorter LIM2319

time step.320

The surface freshwater flux changes associated with a larger Antarctic sea-ice cover321

in runs with shorter coupling time step strongly reduce the fresh bias on the shelf and322

locally weakens the salinity gradient (Fig. 7). In the Weddell Sea, the increased Fice in323

CPL1H and CPL2H compared to REF act to reduce the salinity gradient on the shelf324

as well as on the northern edge of the Weddell Gyre, and the Weddell Gyre weakens as325

a result (Table 2, Fig. S3). While we do not find any discernible change in surface wind326

stress from the atmosphere (Fig. S2), it is possible that the increased sea-ice cover in327
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CPL2H and CPL1H compared to REF means a less rough surface and thus reducing the328

momentum transfer to the ocean and possibly also acting to weaken the Weddell Gyre.329

The weakening of the Weddell Gyre reduces the poleward heat transport (Table 2, Fig330

S4) by 0.02 PW and 0.04 PW in CPL2H and CPL1H respectively which causes a cool-331

ing at the surface as well as down to depths of ⇠ 4000 m (Fig. 8).332

Weddell Sea cross sections of salinity and temperature in CPL2H and CPL1H (Figs.333

S5,S6) show that the changes at depth largely occur along iso-pycnals. It is likely that334

the cooling and freshening below 500m is due to the weakening of the Weddell and Ross335

Gyres which reduces the advection of warm and salty water from lower latitudes towards336

Antarctica, as also indicated by the reduction of poleward heat transport (Table 2).337

While the Weddell Gyre weakens in CPL1H and CPL2H, the increased Fice also338

causes a stronger zonal-mean meridional density gradient which likely explains the slight339

strengthening of the Drake Passage transport, in agreement with the positive correla-340

tion between meridional density gradients and Drake Passage transports in CMIP5 mod-341

els (Beadling et al., 2019).342

It may be possible to weaken the Weddell Gyre and thus achieve a similar reduc-343

tion in poleward heat transport as in CPL1H by increasing the eddy-induced tracer dif-344

fusion from the GM scheme. However, we note that the magnitude of eddy-induced tracer345

di↵usion in all our experiments never reaches the already set upper limit of 1000 m2 s�1.346

Hence, our chosen upper limit has no impact on the Weddell Gyre strength or the ocean347

circulation in the Southern Ocean overall.348

The CPL2H and CPL1H simulations also exhibit enhanced sea-ice freshwater flux,349

Fice in the Arctic compared to REF (not shown), i.e. more ice production in the cen-350

tral Arctic and more melting along the sea-ice edge. The increased Fice could be caused351

by a stronger heat flux response to opening leads in the sea-ice pack, similarly to the in-352

creased Fice in the Antarctic coastal polynyas.353

3.2.2 Iso-neutral di↵usion354

Reducing the horizontal di↵usion coe�cient, Ah,t from 600 m2 s�1 to 300 m2 s�1
355

leads to a slight decrease of the Southern Ocean SST but has a relatively small impact356

on the surface biases in FOCI compared to changing the coupling time step. The SST357

cools by ⇠ 0.5K upstream of Drake Passage in AHT300 compared to the reference ex-358

periment (Fig. 4) and the sea-ice cover is larger (Table 2) and thus closer to observa-359

tions. We found the impact of changing Ah,t to be rather independent of the coupling360

time step for all quantities discussed and thus refrain from presenting additional di↵er-361

ence maps isolating such response for the CPL2H and CPL1H cases. While the surface362

is colder, the water masses at ⇠ 2000m depth, likely CDW, are warmer and saltier which,363

as suggested by Hieronymus and Nycander (2013) and Storkey et al. (2018), may be due364

to reduced upward transport of heat and salt which would also explain the surface cool-365

ing and freshening at the surface. The cooling of SST in AHT300 primarily happens around366

the Drake Passage, i.e. not where the most prominent warm SST bias exists in the ref-367

erence experiment. Hence, AHT300 improves the zonal mean SST mostly by compen-368

sation of errors.369

The AHT300 experiment shows a weakening of the Atlantic Meridional Overturn-370

ing Circulation (AMOC) compared to REF (Table 2). This is an improvement as the371

reference experiment has an AMOC that is slightly stronger than observed by the RAPID372

array (16.9 Sv) (Moat et al., 2022; Matthes et al., 2020). We also find that AHT300 has373

a colder subpolar North Atlantic (Fig. S7) than REF, which increases the existing cold374

bias in REF. As iso-neutral di↵usion is a large part of the surface heat budgets in both375

the Southern Ocean and subpolar North Atlantic (Hieronymus & Nycander, 2013) by376

transporting heat upward, the increased cold bias in AHT300 is likely not due to the weaker377

AMOC but rather the weaker mixing.378

The AHT300 simulation shows a distinct spin-up of the Weddell Gyre by 2.3 Sv379

and an increased poleward heat transport of 0.2 PW, in contradiction to the weaker gyre380
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and reduced heat transport in CPL2H and CPL1H. The Weddell Gyre strength in FOCI,381

82.2 Sv is clearly above the observational estimates of ⇠ 50 Sv (Klatt et al., 2005), so382

a further increase exacerbates the model bias of gyre strength and likely also for pole-383

ward heat transport (S4). The stronger Weddell Gyre in AHT300 is likely due to steeper384

isopycnals as a result of the weaker horizontal di↵usion.385

The global meridional overturning circulation in REF shows the upper-ocean Sub-386

Tropical Cells (STC), the Deacon Cell in the Southern Ocean and the AMOC (Fig. 9a).387

A lower cell where Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) is carried from the Southern Ocean388

northward into the other basins is very weak and not well visible. The overturning cir-389

culation is very similar to that of the KIEL ocean-sea ice model in Farneti et al. (2015)390

which used the same grid as FOCI but an older version of NEMO. Reducing the cou-391

pling time step in CPL2H and CPL1H results in a more vigorous overturning in the South-392

ern Ocean (Fig. 9b-c) where both the Deacon Cell around 50�S and the lower (AABW)393

cell strengthen, suggesting more deep-water formation. The lower AABW cell intensi-394

fication is found between 50S and 20N, indicating more northward AABW transport.395

In contrast, reducing tracer di↵usion in AHT300 results in a weakening of the AMOC396

in the North Atlantic (Fig. 9d) with no apparent change in the lower AABW cell.397

The meridional overturning computed in potential density classes, �2 (referenced398

to 2000m) further reveals water-mass transformations of the meridional overturning by399

filtering out iso-pycnal motions. The REF experiment shows the STC and AMOC, along400

with a clockwise (positive) Southern Ocean cell producing Antarctic Intermediate Wa-401

ter, an anti-clockwise subpolar cell arising partly from the Weddell and Ross Gyres, and402

a weak anti-clockwise lower cell at higher densities than the AMOC representing the AABW403

(Fig. 10a). As was the case for the circulation in depth coordinates, REF is very sim-404

ilar to KIEL of Farneti et al. (2015). The CPL2H and CPL1H show an intensification405

of the AABW cell as well as a shift toward denser water masses in the subpolar cell (Fig.406

10b,c), evincing the increased formation of AABW. The stronger AABW cell and increased407

AABW formation is likely due to the increased sea-ice production and increased brine408

rejection along the Antarctic coast (Fig. 5) driving more downward transport of cold,409

salty water. Both CPL2H and CPL1H also show an intensification of the AMOC around410

�2 ⇠ 36.85 kg m�3 which could be due to the North Atlantic Deep Water becoming411

denser.412

Similarly to CPL2H and CPL1H, AHT300 shows an intensification of the lower AABW413

cell (Fig. 10d), albeit with no change in the subpolar cell, indicating a stronger AABW414

cell between ⇠ 40�S and ⇠ 30�N but no change in AABW formation. The stronger AABW415

cell, as well as the shift of AMOC to higher density in the North Atlantic (Fig. 10d) could416

be due to less water-mass transformation from di↵usion so that the deep water formed417

in the North Atlantic and Southern Ocean retains its properties for longer before mix-418

ing with other water masses.419

3.2.3 Combined e↵ects420

When combining both reduced horizontal di↵usion and reduced coupling time steps,421

AHT300+CPL2H and AHT300+CPL1H, we find the changes in zonal-mean tempera-422

ture and salinity in both simulations to be approximately linear combinations of AHT300423

and CPL2H and CPL1H, respectively. The response of the zonal-mean temperature and424

salinity (Fig. 8, 7) as well as SST (Fig. 4) are nearly as one would expect by adding AHT300425

to CPL2H and AHT300 to CPL1H. However, we also observe non-linearities in the re-426

sponse of Antarctic SIA (Fig. 3) and the meridional overturning circulation (Fig. 9), which427

is to be expected as the two are linked via sea-ice production and AABW production.428

The increase in annual-mean Antarctic SIA in AHT300, CPL2H, and CPL1H are 0.8·429

106 km2, 1.8·106 km2, and 2.2·106 km2, respectively, while for AHT300+CPL2H and430

AHT300+CPL1H it is 2.5 · 106 km2 and 2.7 · 106 km2 respectively. The responses are431

thus not linear combinations of AHT300 with CPL2H and CPL1H. We speculate that432

the various strategies for increasing the Antarctic SIA likely has diminishing returns as433
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the sea ice expands further north and encounters warmer water. Likewise, the response434

in Drake Passage transport is non-linear, where AHT300 results in a weaker transport435

while it strengthens in CPL2H and CPL1H, and there is a further strengthening in AHT300+CPL1H.436

It is also possible that some of the deviations from linear responses can be due to modes437

of multi-centennial variability in the Southern Ocean which have been observed in cli-438

mate models (Park & Latif, 2008).439

The changes in SST following a shorter coupling step in CPL2H and CPL1H are440

mostly confined to the Southern Ocean, although a cooling of SSTs are also found in the441

subpolar North Atlantic Ocean and in particular the Barents Sea (Supplementary Ma-442

terial, Fig. 2). The cooling may be explained by a reduction in the poleward oceanic heat443

transport in the Atlantic at 45�N of ⇠ 0.01 PW or ⇠ 2% in CPL1H, CPL2H, AHT300+CPL1H,444

AHT300+CPL2H (SM9). However, we note that the poleward heat transport increases445

in AHT300 by a similar magnitude and also that the cooling in AHT300 is larger than446

in CPL2H, CPL1H. It is thus likely that most of the surface cooling in the North At-447

lantic in AHT300+CPL2H and AHT300+CPL1H is due to the reduced iso-neutral dif-448

fusion causing less heat to reach the surface. We also note that AMOC weakens in all449

sensitivity experiments compared to REF and that the weakened AMOC is an improve-450

ment compared to REF which had a too strong AMOC.451

4 Discussion & Conclusions452

We have explored a number of ways to mitigate climate biases in the Southern Ocean453

both at the surface and at depth in the FOCI coupled climate model. We found that short-454

ening the coupling time step from 3 hours to 1 hour reduced biases in SST and Antarc-455

tic SIA, while the ACC strength bias was only slightly improved, and wind biases were456

hardly a↵ected at all. The biases in temperature and salinity were also reduced through-457

out the upper 3000 m, with the largest reduction found at 1000 m depth. We propose458

that the shorter coupling time step between the atmosphere, ocean and sea-ice models459

caused stronger response of turbulent heat fluxes and ice advection in coastal polynyas,460

thereby increasing sea-ice production and overall Antarctic SIA. The increased sea-ice461

production caused more water-mass transformations in coastal polynyas and more for-462

mation of AABW, as indicated by the intensification of the AABW overturning cell. Re-463

ducing the coupling time step also lead to a weaker Weddell Gyre and overall reduced464

poleward heat transport, thus reducing temperature and salinity biases at depth.465

Reducing the coupling time step in FOCI in e.g. CPL1H and CPL1H+AHT300466

experiments was accompanied by a reduction of the time step of the sea-ice model call,467

which is generally synchronized with the atmosphere-ocean coupling. An experiment ICE1H468

with 1 hour sea-ice model time step and 3 hour coupling time step did not show the re-469

duction in biases found in CPL1H (Fig. S8). The results imply that the improvements470

in CPL2H and CPL1H are due to reducing both the sea-ice model time step and cou-471

pling time step simultaneously, so that the atmosphere model can produce a heat flux472

response to sea-ice anomalies in coastal polynyas and enhance sea-ice production.473

Reducing the coe�cient for iso-neutral tracer di↵usion had a comparatively small474

e↵ect, as demonstrated by the CPL1H and CPL1H+AHT300 simulations exhibiting very475

similar mean states. Excessive iso-neutral di↵usion was noted to cause a warm SST bias476

in the Southern Ocean in the MetO�ce GO6 and HadGEM-MM simulations, likely by477

enhancing upward heat transport (Storkey et al., 2018). Our results suggest that exces-478

sive upward heat transport by iso-neutral di↵usion was not the main cause of the SST479

bias in the FOCI reference experiment.480

Overall, our sensitivity experiments showed only small changes to the simulated481

ocean circulation and climate outside the Southern Ocean compared to the reference ex-482

periment. In particular we note that shortening the coupling time step lead to increased483

sea-ice production and better representation of observed sea ice and SST in the South-484

ern Ocean without any large changes in the Arctic. Reduced iso-neutral di↵usion caused485

a decrease of the SST in the North Atlantic subpolar seas and a weakening of the sub-486
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polar gyre (Fig. S3) likely due to the reduced upward heat transport by iso-neutral dif-487

fusion (Hieronymus & Nycander, 2013).488

It is clear from all sensitivity experiments that the equatorward bias in the west-489

erly wind maximum is insensitive to the underlying biases in SST and sea-ice extent. An490

AMIP run at Tq127 resolution (⇠ 100km) exhibits a smaller bias than Tq63 (⇠ 200km),491

indicating that the bias is resolution-dependent, while the fact that AMIP experiments492

show a smaller bias than the coupled experiments suggests that the bias is amplified in493

coupled mode. We stress that the AMIP experiments and ERA-5 both represent present-494

day conditions while the FOCI experiments represent pre-industrial conditions and that495

the di↵erence in jet stream position could partly be due the anthropogenic forcing since496

1850. Coupled models in CMIP5 showed an approximately ⇠ 1� poleward shift in the497

Southern Hemisphere jet stream position from pre-industrial (piControl) and present-498

day (historical) simulations and a further ⇠ 2� shift in 2100 under a high-emission sce-499

nario (RCP8.5 ) (Barnes & Polvani, 2013). The wind maximum in FOCI is ⇠ 5� equa-500

torward of that in ERA-5. It is thus very unlikely that the wind maximum latitude bias501

in FOCI is due to the fact that all runs are pre-industrial control runs.502

Previous studies have shown that the latitude of the westerly wind maximum is sen-503

sitive to the magnitude of surface friction (Chen et al., 2007), with stronger friction caus-504

ing weaker and more equatorward winds as found in our experiments. A possible mech-505

anism in FOCI could be that the marine boundary layer is too shallow, causing friction506

to have a strong e↵ect in the boundary layer. Increasing boundary-layer mixing could507

be a way to increase vertical mixing of momentum in the lower troposphere, distribut-508

ing the e↵ect of friction over a larger depth, and thus accelerating the surface winds and509

pushing the wind maximum poleward. Such a mechanism was recently found in the OpenIFS510

atmosphere model (Savita et al., 2023). However, we also note that Ayres et al. (2022)511

found a weakening and equatorward shift of the tropospheric jet in an experiment with512

a large reduction of Antarctic sea ice, suggesting that a large negative sea-ice bias may513

cause an equatorward bias in the westerly jet maximum. It is possible that the reduc-514

tion in sea-ice bias in our sensitivity experiments are not large enough to shift the jet.515

Using a shorter coupling time step in FOCI is computationally prohibitive since516

it increases communication between the atmosphere and ocean model at runtime which517

leads to an overall slower model. Indeed, we find that CPL1H is 15�20% slower than518

the default piControl simulation. The slowdown with shorter coupling time step also comes519

from poor synchronisation with the radiation scheme in ECHAM which is called every520

two hours. Despite the slower model, we argue that 1hr coupling time step is preferable521

over 2 or 3 hours.522

The results in this paper suggest that coupled models should aim for a coupling523

time step of no more than 1 hour and that the coe�cient for iso-neutral tracer di↵usion524

should be chosen with care. We do not recommend reducing the coe�cient Ah,t in our525

configuration, but note that Storkey et al. (2018) found improvement following a 50%526

reduction albeit with higher horizontal and vertical resolution. The reduced surface bi-527

ases in CPL1H and CPL1H+AHT300 compared to the reference simulation will be im-528

portant for future model simulations with ocean biogeochemistry as many biogeochem-529

ical processes are dependent on the SST and seasonal sea-ice cycle. Furthermore, the in-530

tensification of the AABW cell in CPL1H suggests that reducing the coupling time step531

may increase oceanic carbon uptake.532

Open Research Section533

Data Availability Statement534

This study made use of output from the FOCI climate model as well as ERA-5 re-535

analysis (Hersbach et al., 2023, 2023), SST and sea-ice data from HadISST1 (Rayner,536

2003), and ocean temperature and salinity data from WOA98 (Levitus et al., 1998). Source537

code needed to reproduce model experiments, Jupyter notebooks to reproduce all fig-538
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ures, and processed data (time averages etc.) can be found at https://doi.org/10.5281/539

zenodo.8305165. The full model output is available from the corresponding author upon540

reasonable request. The FOCI source code is identical to that used in Matthes et al. (2020)541

and is available under license from MPI-M Hamburg (ECHAM6), IPSL Paris (NEMO/LIM)542

and CERFACS Toulouse (OASIS) and is under LGPL or Cecill License.543

Figure 1. Seasonal biases in SST (a-d), 2m air temperature (e-h) and sea-ice concentration

(i-l) in the REF pre-industrial control simulation.
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Figure 2. Zonal-mean zonal wind at 10m height for all simulations (coloured lines) and ERA-

5 reanalysis (black dashed line) for summer (DJF, a) and winter (JJA, b).

Table 1. Model runs used in this paper. See Data section of paper for details. All runs start

from an ocean at rest, ocean potential temperature and salinity initialized from the WOA98 cli-

matology (Levitus et al., 1998) and under constant pi-control climate conditions. NLFS refers to

non-linear free surface formulation with variable volume layer (vvl) in NEMO.

Name ID Simulation Time Note

REF SW087 1850-2371 as FOCI-piCtl of Matthes et al. (2020) but with NLFS
CPL2H SW106 1850-2349 as REF, but coupling frequency 2 hours
CPL1H SW098 1850-2349 as REF, but coupling frequency 1 hour
ICE1H SW202 1850-2149 as REF, but ocean-ice coupling step 1 hour
AHT300 SW082 1850-2350 as REF, but horiz. tracer di↵usion halved to 300 m2 s�1

AHT300+CPL2H SW120 1850-2378 CPL2H and AHT300 combined
AHT300+CPL1H SW111 1850-2499 CPL1H and AHT300 combined

ECHAM-T63 SH007 1979-2019 Atmosphere-only with daily ERA-5 SST/sea ice
ECHAM-T127 RP002 1979-2019 Atmosphere-only with daily ERA-5 SST/sea ice
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Figure 3. Mean seasonal cycle of Antarctic SIA in all experiments averaged over the years

2050-2350. Black dashed line corresponds to observations from HadISST for 1979-2020.

Figure 4. a) Time mean (year 200-500) SST bias in REF compared to HadISST 1979-2020.

b-f) Di↵erence between each experiment and REF. The left colorbar belongs to Fig. a. The right

colorbar belongs to panels b-f.
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Figure 5. a) Time mean (year 200-500) freshwater flux due to sea ice freezing/melting in

REF. b-f) Di↵erence between each experiment and REF. The left colorbar belongs to Fig. a. The

right colorbar belongs to panels b-f.

Figure 6. Annual-mean sea-ice concentration bias (compared to HadISST 1979-2020) in a)

REF, b) ICE1H and c) CPL1H experiments. Panel a is the average of Fig. 1a-d. The left color-

bar belongs to Fig. a. The right colorbar belongs to Figs. b,c.
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Figure 7. a) Time mean (year 200-500) zonal-mean salinity bias with respect to WOA98

(Levitus et al., 1998) climatology. b-f) Di↵erence between each experiment and REF. Solid black

contours are drawn for �0 = 27.2, 27.5, 27.8 kg m�3 in each experiment. The left colorbar belongs

to Fig. a. The right colorbar belongs to Figs. b-f.

Figure 8. As Fig. 7 but for potential temperature.
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Figure 9. Time mean global meridional overturning stream functions in REF (a) and dif-

ference to REF for all other experiments (b-f). The left colorbar belongs to Fig. a. The right

colorbar belongs to Figs. b-f.

Figure 10. As Fig. 9 but in (y,�2) coordinates.
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Figure S1. Mixed-layer volume in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean where

mixed-layer depth > 500m.

Figure S2. Winter (JJA) mean (year 200-500) zonal mean surface wind stress over the

Southern Ocean in all experiments and ERA-5 averaged over 1979-2020.
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Figure S3. Barotropic stream function for REF (top, left) and difference to the REF

(others).
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Figure S4. Northward oceanic heat transport (in PW) in the Southern Ocean for all 6

experiments.
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Figure S5. Bias in potential temperature in REF (a) and difference to REF for all

other simulations (b-f). Taken at a cross section at 0◦E, i.e. through the Weddell Sea.
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Figure S6. As Fig. S5 but for salinity.
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Figure S7. SST bias in all simulations.
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Figure S8. Implied poleward heat transport in the Atlantic Ocean computed from

air-sea heat fluxes (cf. Trenberth and Caron (2001)). Lines show difference between each

experiment and REF.
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